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On the completeness of proving partial correctness 
B y L . CSIRMAZ 
We give here a proof for the completeness of the Floyd—Hoare program veri-
fication method in a case which has remained open in [1]. The method used here 
is basically the same as in [5]. For the motivation behind our concepts see [1, 3, 10]. 
Applications of our results in dynamic logic can be found in [10]. 
1. Introduction 
Structures will be denoted by bold-faced type letters, their underlying sets 
by the corresponding capital letters. If A is a set and n£co then A" denotes the set 
of «-tuples of the elements of A. Throughout the paper d denotes an arbitrary, 
but fixed similarity type, and T denotes an arbitrary but fixed consistent theory of 
that type. For F% denotes the set of first order formulas of type d with free 
variables among {j>f: /<«}, and we let Fd=(J {Fj1: n£co}. In particular, T is 
a proper subset of . For the sake of simplicity we make no typographical distinc-
tion between single symbols and sequences of symbols. 
A program (or rather a program scheme) can be regarded as a prescription 
which defines uniquely the next moment contents of the registers f rom their present 
moment contents. Therefore we adapt 
Definition 1. Let Tc:F$ be arbitrary. A ¿/-type program (in T) is a formula 
(p£Ff such that 
T h- VxB! y(p(pc, y)- • 
Let D be a ¿-type structure, and D t = r . Then, by this definition, the progra m <p 
defines a function from D to D which we denote by p9t D- More precisely, for every 
q£D there is exactly one element of D, denoted by p9<\>(q) for which D N cp(q, pv,v(.q)). 
To avoid long and unreadable formulas we omit the indices <p, D everywhere and 
use the letter p as a new function symbol denoting in every model D of the 
theory T. For example, if I¡/£F% then the formula. 
is abbreviated as i l / (p (x ) ) . 
To define semantics of programs we need the notion of the time-model 
[1, 3, 10]. 
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Definition 2. The triplet 4)1 = (1, D, /> is a time-model if I is a structure of 
similarity type D is a structure of similarity type d, and f : f—D is a function, 
where the type t consists of the constant symbol 0, the one placed function symbol 
" + 1", and the two placed relation symbol " S " . • 
We say that I is the time structure, and D is the data structure of 9)1=(I, D , / ) . 
Time-models can be regarded as a special 2-sorted models with sorts t and d (called 
time and data), and with operation symbols of t and d and the extra operation 
symbol / , see [9, 10]. Let TF denote the set of 2-sorted formulas of this type. By 
a little abuse of notation, we assume that F, and Fd are disjoint, and Ft{JFdc: TF. 
Now we can give the strict definition of the program run. Note that by our 
agreement on the type t, we may write / + 1 (/'€/). 
Definition 3. Let 9W=(I, D, / ) be a time-model and let p: D—D be a pro-
gram. The function / constitutes a trace of the program p in 90i if for every /£/, 
/ ( / + 1 ) =/>(/(/)) . We say that the (trace of the) program halts at the timepoint 
/ € / i f / ( i + l ) = / ( / ) • • 
Definition 4. Let <piB and (pould Fd be two formulas. The program p is partially 
correct with respect to <pia and <poul in the time-model 9)i if whenever / is a trace 
of p, and Df=<p in(/(0)) (i.e. the input satisfies (pin) then for every id I such that 
/ ( / + ! ) = / ( / ' ) (i.e. the program halts at the timepoint i), D|=<pout(/(0)- This asser-
tion is denoted by 2)11=(cpin,p, <p0J. 
Let ScTF be arbitrary. If for every time-model Hi, 9Ji |= S implies 
SHNOPin,/?, «Pout) then this fact is denoted by S\=(<piD,p, <pout). • 
So far we have completed the definition of the partial correctness. The following 
definition is a reformulation of the well-known Floyd—Hoare partial correctness 
proof rule [7, 8, 10]. 
Definition 5. The program p is Floyd—Hoare derivable from the theory Tcs F% 
with respect to <pin and (poatdFJ, in symbols T\-(<pin, p, <pout), if there is a formula 
<P£FJ such that 
T H (pin(x) - <*>(*) 
T \- $(x) — <P(p(x)) 
T 1- $(x)Ap(x) = x - <poat(x)- • 
Let 77 denote the set of axioms of the discrete linear ordering with initial 
element for the type t. That is, 77 states that the relation is a linear ordering, 
0 is the least element, every element i has an immediate successor denoted by / '+1, 
and every element except for the 0 has an immediate predecessor. We remark that 
TI is finite and its theory is complete, see [4] pp. 159—162. 
If in the time-model 951=(I, D, / ) the time structure I is isomorphic to the 
ordering of the natural numbers (the time-model is standard) then D ( = 7 and 
T\-(<pin,p, i»out) implies <$R\={(pia,p, <pout). By the upward Lovenheim—Skolem 
theorem, there is no SczTF for which sDJN S would force 9Jt to be standard. 
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But we may require 9JI to satisfy the most important feature of standard time-
models, namely that they admit induction on the time. Let <p(x)(iTF be such that 
x is a variable of sort t (i.e. x is a time-variable). Then <p* denotes the following 
formula of TF: 
[>(0)A \ / x ( < P (x ) - cp(x+ 1))] - Vx<p(x). ^ 
The set of induction axioms are 
I A = {(p*: (p(x)£TF and x is of sort t}. 
Moreover we introduce a proper subset of I A, the induction axioms of restricted 
form: 
IR = {<p*: (p(x)£TF and there is no quantifier for any variable of sort t in <p(x)}. 
It is important to remark here that <p(x) may contain other free variables. All these 
free variables are also free in cp* except for x, they are the parameters of the in-
duction. 
Of course IRalAcTF, and one can easily prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Suppose TaF$ and p is a ¿-type program. Then T\-(cpin,p, <poul) 
implies (TIUIR[JT)\=((pin,p,(p0Ut). • 
The aim of this paper is to prove the inverse of this theorem. 
Theorem 2. With the notation of Theorem 1, (TfUiRUT))=((pin, p, <poul) im-
plies T\-((pin,p, (pout). • 
These theorems state the completeness of the Floyd—Hoare program veri-
fication method in the case when the time-models satisfy the axioms TIUIR. In 
Theorem 2 the fact that induction axioms of restricted form are required only is 
essential as it is shown by the following theorem [1]. 
Theorem 3. There is a type d, a theory Tcz Fd° and a ¿-type program p such 
that (TI{JIAUT)^((pin,p,(pout) while T\^(<pin, p, cpBat). • 
2. Strongly continuous traces 
We start to prove Theorem 2. From now on we fix the similarity type d, the 
theory TaF$, the ¿-type program p and the formulas <pin, <pout€ FJ. In this sec-
tion for every time-model 2H=<I, D , / ) we assume 991 (=77. The explicit declara-
tion of this fact will be omitted everywhere. 
First we need a definition. 
Definition 6. Let -S0t=<I, D, / ) be a time-model, D|= T. The function / con-
stitutes a strongly continuous trace of p if 
(i) f ( i +1 )= /> ( / (0 ) for every id/; 
(ii) let /', j e l , i ^ j , uGD" and <P£FJ+" be arbitrary. If D)= <£(/(/), it) A 
Al<P(f(j), u) then there is a k f j , irsk^j such that D\=4>(f(k), u)A 
A ! < £ ( / ( * : + ! ) , « ) • • 
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Strongly continuous traces (set in the sequel) are traces, cf. Definition 3. In 
other words, an set satisfies the induction principle in every time interval. Obviously, 
if 9HN/J? and / is a trace then / is an set, too. Properties of continuous traces 
are discussed in [2, 6, 10]. 
Lemma 1. Let / be a trace of the program p in 9Ji. Then 90? \=IR iff / is strongly 
continuous. 
Proof. We prove the " i f " part only. Let cp(x0)£TF be such that <p(x0) does 
not contain quantifiers on variables of sort t. Let x0 , xlt ..., x m _ j be the free vari-
ables of cp of sort t, and jo, . . . ,y„-x be that of sort d. Because there are finitely 
many applications of the function " + 1" only in (p, we may assume that there is 
none, simply replace these applications by a new parameter of sort t or use the 
identity f (x + \)=p(f (xj). We may assume also that every f ( x j ) is denoted by 
some of the parameters among y0, ..., y„-1, i.e. the function f is applied to x0 
only. Thereafter for every (p(x0)£TF with fixed parameters from / and D, there 
are elements = ...=/,„ from I, elements u0, ux, . . . , M„_! from D, and formulas 
4>0, ..., <£m<EFd1+" such that 
901 N <p{x) - {[ x < ii - <P0(f(x), u)] A 
A[/x x < /, - * , ( / ( * ) , i,)]A 
A f / ^ s x < /,„ - ^ m _! ( / (x ) , w)]A 
A[/m = x - ^ m ( / ( x ) , «)]} 
which can be got, for example, by induction on the complexity of cp. Now if 
9Mt=<p(0)A\/x(<p(x)—<p(x+l)) then, applying the strongly continuity in the in-
tervals [0, /J, [Y1; /2], etc. we get i)Jt 1= Vx<p(x) which was to be proved. • 
By this lemma it is enough to show that either the triplet (cpin,p, <pout) is Floyd— 
Hoare derivable, or there is a strongly continuous trace which shows that p is not 
partially correct. 
Let us make a step forward. 
Definition 7. Let HaFj consist of the formulas <P^F} for which 
T h (ph,(x) - 4>(x) 
and 
T <?>(x) <P(p(x)). • 
Note that H is closed under conjunction, i.e. if <PX and <P2 are in H then 
<&xA<P2£H. Now let c0 and ca denote two new constant symbols not occuring pre-
viously. We distinguish two cases. 
Case I. In every model of the theory 
{T, <pin (c0), H(ca), p (cj = c j 
the formula (poui(cm) is valid. Here N(cJ= {<P(ctJ: <££//}. Then by the compact-
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ness theorem and by the fact that H is closed under conjunction, there is a 
such that 
T I - [ < p i n ( c 0 ) A ^ ( c J A / ; ( c J = c j - <pmt(ca). 
The constants c0 and cm do not occur in T, so introducing <P (x)=(3y<Pi„(y)) A f ( x ) , 
we get 
T h <P(x)hp(x) = x - (poM(x). 
This and the obvious shows the Floyd—Hoare derivability of (<pia,p, <poul)-
Case II. Not the case above, i.e. 
Con {T, (pia(c0), H(ca), p(ca) = ca, l<pout(cB1)}. 
By Theorem 4 of the following section, in this case we have a time-model 
S M = < I , D, f)\=T such that / is an set of p, Dh=<z>in(/(0)) and for some 
DN/(O=p(/0 ' ) )A"l<p„ u , ( / ( ' ) )• Thismeans m^((pin,p, <pout), i.e. p is not partial-
ly correct. This proves Theorem 2, because 9JiN TIUIRUT by Lemma 1. 
3. The proof of the crucial theorem 
In the remaining part of this paper we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. With the notation of the previous section, suppose 
Con {T, <pin(c0), H(ca), p(ca) = cWJ-1 <pou,(cro)}. 
Then there is a time-model = D, / > such that I(=77, D(=T, / is a strongly 
continuous trace of p, Dt=<p in(/(0)), and for some / ( / + l ) = / ( 0 and 
D N l < p o u t ( / ( 0 ) -
Proof. We need some more definitions. If and d2 are similarity types then 
dx<d2 means that dx and d2 have the same function and relation symbols with 
the same arities and every constant symbol of d± is a constant symbol of d2. 
Definition 8 .Let d be a similarity type, TczF? be a theory. The pair R=(Ir, fR) 
is a (d, T)-pretrace if IR is a time structure, IR )= 7Y, and fR is a function which 
• assigns to every i£lR a constant symbol of d in such a way that (i) and (ii) below 
are satisfied. A bit loosely but not ambiguously, we write R(i) or simply Ri instead 
o f / * ( « ) • 
(i) T\-R(i+l)=p(Ri) for every iCjR 
(ii) C o n ( r U { ^ ( i ? y ) : j£IR, $£BdT and there exists ielR, such that 
T\- <P(Ri)}), 
where 
BdT = {4>eF}-. T h <J>(x) - $(px)}. • 
Note that the set BdT is closed under conjunction, this fact will be used many times. 
Lemma 2. Let R be a (d, 7>pretrace. Then there exists a complete theory 
TcSczFH such that R is a (d, 5)-pretrace. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that for any /?£ Fd°, R is either (d, T(J {/?>) or 
(d, rU{~l)?})-pretrace. If neither of them hold then in both cases (ii) of Definition 8 
is violated. It means that there are finitely many is> js(LlR, is = js, and <£s€i?ru{0}, s u c h t h a t 
TU{P) H 1 A <t>sWs) and 7U{/?} (3.1) 
s s 
TU{-\P} h i A ^ W s ) and T{J{lp}\-A^m- (3 .2) 
s s 
Now let !P,(*)=(0-0,(*))A(-l/?-4>i(;c)). Obviously, VsiBdT and 2 V A 
s 
Elementary considerations show that (3.1) and (3.2) imply 
T h l A W 
s 
which contradicts the assumption Con (71, {!PSCR/S)}). • 
Lemma 3. Let i i be a (d, T)-pretrace, and let T be complete. Then there exist 
a similarity type e>d and a complete theory TczSczF° such that 
(i) R is an (e, 5)-pretrace, 
(ii) for every ij/ZF}, if 3x \ j / (x )£T then for some constant c from the type 
(iii) the cardinality of the new constants in e does not exceed the cardinality 
of F j , i.e. 
\Fe\ = \e\^\Fi\ = \d\-co. 
Proof. What we have to prove is the following. Suppose that the type e con-
tains the extra constant symbol c only, F} and Con {T, P(c)}, then R is an 
(e, TU {j8(c)})-pretrace. From this (i)—(iii) can be got by a standard argument, 
see, e.g. [4] pp. 62—66. Now suppose that this is not the case, i.e. there are finitely 





The condition i m P ^ e s 
= Vy(jg(y) - <Ps{x,y))dB*r, 
and by (3.4), T\-Vy(P(y)-~<Ps(Ris, j)), i.e. Ws(Ris)£T. Now T is complete, there-
fore 7 s >i s implies T\- from which 
T i - A {№ - $s(Rjs, c)) h pic) - A c). 
s s 
This and (3.3) gives T\-~\f}(c), a contradiction. • 
Lemma 4. Let R be a (d, T)-pretrace, and let T be complete. Suppose /„, j0dIR, 
i0<j0 and xdF/ such that 
T H z(Ri0)A lz(Rj0). 
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Then there exist a type e>d, a theory r < = S c F ° and an (e, S)-pretrace Q such 
that 
(i) IQ is an elementary extension of IR and Qz> R, i.e. 
Q(i) = R(i) for iOn 
(ii) there is an i '€/e , /0 = i<io such that 
S H x ( e ( o ) A i 5 c ( e o + i ) ) . 
Proof. Let a ={i^IR: for every T\-x.(R'')}- Obviously, a is an initial 
segment of IR, we write / < a and *':>a instead of i£a and /(J a, respectively. The 
element j0 a, and we may assume that there is no largest element in a otherwise 
there is nothing to prove. It means that for every there exists such 
that T\- 1 x ( R f ) .We shall insert a thread isomorphic to the set of integer numbers, 
denoted by Z, into the cut indicated by a. 
Let {a,: l£Z} be countably many new symbols and let {c(: / £ Z } be new con-
stant symbols. Let IQ=IR\J{al: l£Z\ and define the ordering on IQ by a , < a l + 1 , 
/'<«, if IR, / < a and if i f J R , / > « for every /£Z. Evidently, IQ is an 
elementary extension of IR . 
Define the function Q by Q(i)=R(i) if id/R and Q(a,) = cl otherwise. Let 
the type e be the enlargement of d by the constant symbols {c,: /£Z}, and finally 
let the theory S c F c ° be 
5 = T U { / 7 ( c ( ) = c ( + 1 : / € Z } U { z ( c 0 ) , " U t f c O J U 
U{4>(e,): IdZ, $£BdT and T I- <£(/?i) for some i < a}U 
U{~itf>(c,): l£Z,4>£BdT and T b for some 7 > a}. 
We claim that S is consistent. It suffices to show that T is consistent with any finite 
part of S \ T . Using the facts that T is complete, BdT is closed under conjunction, 
and the formulas <P^Bd- are hereditary in this reduces to 
Con (TU {<*> (c_,), Z(c0), 17.(cd, 1 <t>*(c,)}) 
where l£to is a natural number, <P, and T\- <P(Ri,)A "1 ^ ( R j j ) for some 
Now if this consistency does not hold then, T being complete, 
T \- <P(x)A/(p'(x))A l^*(p2l(x)) x(pl+1(x))-
Now let By the previous statement, 
J i - W(x)-*xP(px), i.e. T£BdT. Now, by the assumptions, T\- $(R(ij) and 
T\- x(R(i+l)) for therefore T\- T(Ri). But R is a pretrace so for every 
a < 7 < 7 ! - 2 / , 7 V f (Rj), although for some a < 7 " < 7 ! - 2 / , T\- Ix(Rj') and 
T\- ~\<I>*(R(j'+l— 1)). This contradiction shows that S is consistent indeed. . 
We prove that Q is an (e, S)-pretrace, (i) and (ii) of the lemma are clear from 
the construction. First assume that i£/R, V€B§ and S\-V(Ri). We are going to 
show that in this case S\-T(Qj) for every j£lQ, Indeed, we may suppose 
that W contains the new constant symbol c—c_t only and that 
TU{<5(c)} h f ( x , c) - Y(px,c) 
TU{5(c)}]-<P(Ri,c) 
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where <5(c)= <P(c)Ax(y(c))A lx{pl+1 (c))A"1 <P* (p2\c)). By the first derivability, 
0 ( x ) = V j [<5 O ) - (x, y)} d £T , and by the second one, T\-0(Ri). R is a pretrace, 
and by the definition of S, S\-0(Qj) for every j£lQ,j>i. But S|-<5(c_,), i.e. 
S i - xP(Qj, c_,) as was stated. 
Now if Q is not an (e, S)-pretrace then (ii) of Definition 8 is violated, which 
means that there are finitely many I's£IQ\IR , Js£IR, js^oc and <PsdB% such that 
S\-lf\<Ps(Rjs) while S h A 4>s(QO- The set B% is closed under conjunction, 
therefore we may assume that all the is and <PS coincide,.that this <PS= contains 
the new constant symbol c=c_, = Qis only, and that with S(c) as above, 
By the first derivability, 0(x)=3y(S(y)A9/(x, and by the third one, 
7 V V "10(i?ys). T is complete, which means T\- ~[0(Rjs) for some / s > a , i.e. by 
the definition of S, S | -~ l©(c) , which contradicts the second derivability. • 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 4, we shall define three increasing sequences 
of similarity types, theories and pretraces. Recall that the type d, the theory T c 
and the formulas (pin, <pom£F} are such that 
Let c, t e new constant symbols for /£<y — {0}, and let the similarity type e > d 
be the smallest one containing them. Let the time structure consist of a thread 
isomorphic to co and another one isomorphic to Z. The definition of the function 
R goes as follows: 
s 
T U {¿(c)} H V(x, c) - V(px, c) 
TU{<5(c)} 1- W(c,c) 
r U { S ( c ) } H l A m ' s , c ) . 
S 
Con {r, (¡»¡„(Co), H(cJ, p(ca) = cœ, Kpout(cJ}. (3.5) 
Finally let 
S = r U { i ( C | ) = c ( + 1 : /Çft>}U {<pin(c0), p ( c j = cm, l<pmt(cj}. 
Lemma 5. R is an (e, S)-pretrace. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, let 
y(*) = (p(x) = *A 1 <?„„,(*)). 
It is enough to prove that if <1>£F}, 
S I- $(x, c0, c j - 4>(px, c0, c j (3.6) 
(3.7) 
and 
S <P(c0, c0 , O 
then Con {S, <P(ca, c0, cm)}. Suppose the contrary, i.e. 
S I— "1 ^(Co, c0, ca). 
at J 
(3.8) 
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We may change S to FU {^>in(c0), y(cm)} everywhere, so introducing 
«*(*) = Vz 3 y [ y { z ) - ( p i n { y ) y , z)]£Fj, 
(3.6) says that T\-'i/(x)-'F(px). From (3.7) we get T\-(pin(x)-+V(x), therefore 
¥£H. Choosing x — z = cm in W, the condition (3.5) gives 
Con {T, <p]n(c0), y ( c j , 3v[ ) ' (cJ - ^in(y)A<f(c(0,>', O]}-
But by (3.8), 
TVVy[y(cJAtpin(y) - c j ] 
a contradiction. • 
Let d0=e,R0=R. By Lemma 2 there is a complete theory S C F Q C F ^ F ^ 
such that R0 is a (dn, 7T0)-pretrace. Let the cardinality of Fd°0 be x, and let x+ denote 
the smallest cardinal exceeding x. Let C = { c ? : be different constant sym-
bols such that the constants of the type d0 are among them, and let J= {af 
be symbols of time points such that / R o c / . (Note that I R o is countable.) 
Arrange the triplets of JXJXF}UC in a sequence {(i(, , : of 
length in such a way that every triplet occurs x+ times in this sequence. Now 
we define three increasing sequences and R( for such that 
(i) df is a similarity type, 
(ii) T^czF^ is a complete theory, and |Fj>?\ = x, 
(iii) is a (d^, T^-pretrace, and IRicJ, \IR;\^x. 
Suppose we have defined d t , T ^ , R ^ for f t h e y have properties 
(i)—(iii) and we want to define dn, Tn,Rrt. 
If >7 is a limit ordinal, simply put DN= U ^ : TN = U 
= U {R^: This definition is sound because is the union of the increasing 
elementary chain (Ij, : therefore it is also a model of the axiom system 
77. Tn is the union of an increasing sequence of complete theories, therefore itself 
is complete. Similarly for the other properties. 
If tj is a successor ordinal, say = ^ + then work as follows. If either 
or ii,j(aR(, <Pi£Fd\ but or Tt\^<Pt(Rti()M<P^Rej{) 
then let de+1=dit T^+^T^, R(+1=R(. 
If not, i.e. and T(\- $ { ( R ( i ( ) A ~ \ < I > ( ( R ( j ( ) then, by Lemma 4, there 
is a type d^d^, a theory T^3 T( and a (d't, T't)-pretrace R(+1z>Rt such that 
d£\d( and are countable, so we may put 7 R ? + l c 7 , \ I R ( + 1 \ I S \ I R i ; \ + CQ^X 
and for some k£lK and 
T\ V- ^{R(+1(k))Al^(Ri+1(k+l)). 
By Lemma 2, there is a complete theory such that Ri+1 is a Tp-
pretrace, finally, by Lemma 3, Rt+1 is a (d(+1, T(+1)-pretrace, where di+1>d£, 
7^', Ti+1 is complete, the cardinality of di+1\di is at most x, and every 
existential formula of (and therefore of T^) is satisfied by some constant of d(+r. 
In this case the inductive assertions are trivially satisfied. 
Now let d*=\J{d(: T*= U x + } , and R*=\J{RI,-. 
The theory T* is complete and R* is a (d*, r*)-pretrace. The constants of the 
type d* form a model for the theory T* because every existential formula of T* 
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is satisfied by some constant, this was ensured by the applications of Lemma 3. 
(Strictly speaking, certain equivalence classes of these constants form this model, 
see [4], pp. 63—66). Let this model be D, we claim that the time-model 
SH=(Ij,*, D, fR*) satisfies the requirements of Theorem 4. 
Indeed, I«* 1=77, and T<zT0czT*, therefore D |=T. By the definition of 
the pretrace i?0>/«*(0)=Ao(0)=c0 , T0y-cpin(c0). For some ¡€ /*„aI R * , f R . (? ) =fRo(i) = 
=ca, and T0\-p(ca))=cmAl(pout(ca>). Because D|= T0, these formulas are valid 
in D. What have remained is to check that fR* is a strongly continuous trace of p. 
Let /'£/„* be arbitrary. Then for some and because Rt is a (d(, 7^)-
pretrace, Ti[-fR((i+i)=p{fR((i)), from which 
D N / * . ( / + l ) = *(/*.(/)) 
proving (i) of Definition 6. Finally, let i, jdIR*, i=j, u£D" and f be such that 
DN !PC/k.(0,«)An!P(/R.0'),«). 
Every element of D is named by some constant of the type d*, so there is a formula 
(p£F}t such that D|= ¥(x, u)++ <P(x). Now <P£F}uC therefore the triplet (i, j, <P) 
occurs x+ times in the sequence {(/», Consequently there exists 
an index such that i, and j—jt., <!> = $£. Then, by 
the construction, there is a i ^ k s j such that 
Ti+1 h í ( / Í 5 + l ( k ) ) M $ ( / K f t l ( f e + l)), 
that is, 
D N *(/k.(fc))A n<P(/«*(fc+l)) 
which completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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